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Learning Together's mission is to meet the developmental and educational needs of young children 
of all abilities. Learning Together's Developmental Day program is an Inclusive Education early 
childhood education program that serves educationally disadvantaged children and typically 
developing children from all backgrounds, all socio-economic levels, and all abilities. We believe in 
pursuing and nurturing inclusion, diversity, integrity, quality, interdependency, and innovation in our 
daily operations with a hyper-focus on social and emotional development. 

Our purpose and dedication to ensuring that every child, no matter where they may fall on a learning 
spectrum, will receive the educational foundation needed to be successful and reach their full 
potential. Learning Together is licensed as a Five-Star Center, the highest rating possible through the 
North Carolina Division of Child Development and Early Education. Learning Together is also 
NAEYC accredited, which is a national accreditation only 7% of all pre-schools achieves. 

Learning Together's Adopt-A-Classroom campaign makes it easy for businesses and 
community members to support our students, teachers, and families during our most critical 
time of need. To serve our children and families each school year, Learning Together must fund 

40%of operations, or approximately $40,000 for each of our 7 classrooms.  

Personal, corporate and organization gifts and pledges made to our Adopt-A-Class Campaign are 
crucial, as our subsidy partners and school-based funding only covers 10-months of our 12-month 
operational budget. Learning Together asks that you consider investing and partnering with us by 
adopting a classroom for an entire school year. 

The Adopt-A-Classroom Campaign gives our supporters the opportunity for personal involvement in 
the lives of these children and opportunities to expand your companies culture of giving year-round. 
Your investment in this program goes beyond the satisfaction of meeting our current needs. You 
can take pride in knowing you are molding the future leaders of our community. Please join us in 
helping children of all abilities learn and grow together. Adopting one of Learning Together's 
classrooms for a school year will provide children and teachers the resources needed for them to 
succeed in life, Kindergarten and beyond. 
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